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This paper presents an analytical literature review on fuzzy quality function deployment (FQFD) of papers published between 2000 and 2011. In this review, publications were divided into two main groups. First group included publications which proposed some models to develop FQFD. The second one was related to new applications of FQFD models. Next, publications were analyzed and research gaps and future directions were presented. We reached some conclusions including the following. (i) Most of studies were focused on quantitative methods to accomplish phase 1 of QFD or House of Quality (HoQ). The most employed techniques were multicriteria decision making (MCDM) methods. (ii) Although main purpose of using QFD was product development, other factors such as risk and competitiveness analysis should be considered in product development process. (iii) A promising approach is using of metaheuristic methods for solving complicated problems of FQFD. (iv) There are a few studies on completing all phases of FQFD.

1. Introduction

Quality function deployment (QFD) is a customer-driven product development tool to achieve higher customer satisfaction through translating customer needs (CNs) into design requirements (DRs), part characteristics (PCs), and production plans and control [1]. Chan and Wu [2] defined QFD as “a system to assure that customer needs drive product design and production process.” QFD is used essentially in order to design product according to customer favorites. A general QFD process consists of 4 phases. First phase, which is called House of Quality (HoQ), is an important stage in deploying QFD process. In this stage, after determining CNs and technical characteristics (TCs), relationships between CNs (Whats) and TCs (Hows) as well as their interdependencies are established and their importance weight is calculated [1]. In second phase TCs are translated to important PCs. Critical parameters of process are established in third stage and finally production requirements are specified (fourth phase) [3].

Most of required data in QFD processes and activities are expressed in natural language. Customers, for example, say their expectations from product by using expressions such as “easy to use,” “safe,” and “comfortable” which all of them have ambiguity. Computing these ambiguities in a requirement is an important issue [4]. Using tools from fuzzy sets and their concepts, we can approximate linguistic data to a numeric precision [5]. This review, consisting of a bank with more than 70 papers, divided publications in two main groups. First was publications combining FQFD with other methods to develop its efficiency and effectiveness, and latter was publications in new and major applications of FQFD. Each of these two groups was divided into subgroups. In the 2nd section we discuss these two groups, respectively. Discussed papers were analyzed in the fourth section and the literature vacancies were described.

2. Proposed Models for Developing FQFD

There are lots of models proposed to develop FQFD. In fact, according to wide aspects of deploying fuzzy QFD, it may be used in combination with many other methods and models. All of these models are common in using fuzzy logic.
Here, according to the literature, this group is divided into 5 following subgroups to be discussed. Then as shown in Figure 1 these 5 groups can be discussed in 8 different groups.

2.1. Fuzzy Linear and Nonlinear Programming Models. Linear programming methods have been widely used in FQFD. These models are mainly employed to compute fulfillment levels of process parameters (e.g., TCs, PCs) respecting some constraints like budget, technical difficulty, and technology. Followings are some presented models in the literature.

Ko and Chen [6] presented a fuzzy linear programming (FLP) using QFD and fuzzy normal relations evaluation method for new product development (NPD). They used FLP to determine fulfillment levels of engineering characteristics and design requirements to maximize customer satisfaction with respect to company’s sources, technical difficulties, and market competition constraints. In this model, in order to identify relationships between CRs and DRs as well as interdependencies within DRs, Wassermann’s equation has been used. Also relationships between characteristics were represented by fuzzy number to cope with fuzziness. In that model, percentage increase of costs corresponding to increase of fulfillment levels of each TC was specified and total costs could not be more than a given value. Minimum fulfillment level of each DR was known and fulfillment level of DR couldn’t be less.

Luo et al. [7] proposed an optimization method based on FQFD for part selecting. Their model became an integer linear programming model at the end. This model considered CNs as fuzzy numbers and translated them to TCs and finally to PCs. Their final goal was minimizing the differences between CNs and end product. Chen and Ko [1] proposed fuzzy linear programming models to determine the fulfillment levels of PCs and failure modes and effect analyses (FMEA) for risk analysis. This paper proposed FLP models for determining fulfillment levels of PCs to achieve given levels of DRs to satisfy customers and considered both phases 1 and 2 of NPD. Furthermore, to reduce risk FMEA as a constraint for models in QFD process was introduced. To assure customer satisfaction, this paper considered fulfillment level of jth DR in phase 2 more than or equal to that in phase 1.

Chen and Ko [3], in other study, considered close relationships of 4 phases of QFD by means of end chain concept (MEC) and proposed a set of FLP models to determine contribution level of HOWs in customer satisfaction. They also used FMEA in phases 2 and 3 and risk evaluation in phase 4, to solve potential risk problem in NPD project. In addition to DRs, in these 4 phases approach PCs, process planning (PP), and process requirements (PRs) have been considered. Solving risk problem in NPD, the authors used fuzzy FMEA as a model constraint for risk evaluation of DRs, PCs, PPs, and PRs in 4 phases. Reliability of models’ results depended on reliability of relations between variables and parameters in HoQ, as they said. It was proposed to apply other concepts such as Kano’s model instead of MEC in QFD modeling.

In addition to FLP models, one can use fuzzy nonlinear programming (FNLP) models in QFD. Although using these models makes it more difficult, they have a better efficiency in sophisticated problem, because in such problems, relations are often non-linear.

Chen and Ko [6] presented an FNLP model in combination with Kano’s model to specify performance levels of DR. They classified DRs in three groups of exciting, functional, and basic using Kano’s model. This FNLP was based on FLP model of Chen and Weng (2003). They illustrated with an example that their model was better than corresponding NLP model. Sener and Karsak [8] proposed a hybrid model discussed in Sections 2.2–2.8.
2.2. Multicriteria Decision Making (MCDM) Models. It can be claimed that among quantitative models used in FQFD, MCDM models are the most used ones. These models in QFD matrixes (often HoQ) are applied in determining importance of parameters.

Kim et al. [9] used MCDM models for calculating target values of TCs as an optimization problem. Target function was finding target value levels of TCs in such a way that customer satisfaction became maximized for target function values.

Kwong and Bay [10] employed fuzzy analytical hierarchy process (FAHP) to weight customer needs. They proposed a fuzzy model for weighting CNs based on fuzzy measurements and traditional AHP. They used triangular fuzzy numbers (TFNs). Two advantages of their model was (1) using fuzzy numbers to deal with ambiguous nature of human judgments and (2) adoption of fuzzy numbers allowed designing team to have freedom of estimation regarding overall goal of customer satisfaction. These estimations could be optimistic or pessimistic.

Erol and Ferrell [11] proposed a method to select among finite alternatives when there are more than one object and data are both quantitative and qualitative. FQFD was used to convert qualitative data to quantitative ones; then this data was combined with other quantitative one to construct multiobjective mathematical model. A modified version of preemptive goal programming was used to solve the model and some solutions close to ideal solution were provided for decision makers to make final decision.

Büyüközkan et al. [12] employed fuzzy analytical network process (FANP) to determine DR weights. They used TFNs in their model. Although FANP proposed in this paper has more calculations than other methods such as FAHP and is more time consuming, results are more precise and, considering long-term competitiveness, it is more useful for companies.

Kahraman et al. [5] purposed a fuzzy optimization model for specifying product’s technical requirement which should be considered during design process in QFD. Considering interdependencies, target function's coefficient were calculated using FANP. Doing the same with FAHP, they compared results of both methods. Although results were close because of relations within TCs, apparently, FANP had better credibility.

Chen and Weng [13] presented an approach for evaluating of TCs in FQFD using goal programming models. They employed fuzzy goal programming to identify fulfillment levels of DRs according to constraints such as cost, customer satisfaction, and technical difficulties. Coefficients of goal programming were fuzzy to reflect ambiguity in linguistic data. This model also considered business competitiveness in determining minimum fulfillment level of DRs. This model used \( \alpha \)-Cuts to determine membership function of fuzzy goals and fulfillment levels of DRs.

Gunasekaran et al. [14] purposed an MCDM method using Monte Carlo simulation and FQFD for optimization of supply chain management (SCM). Here, customer needs were simulated by FQFD, Monte Carlo simulation, and a multiobjective model for optimizing customer preferences.

By presenting some novel criteria such as design complexity, speed of construction, environment, and aesthetic and construction complexity, Mousavi et al. [15] developed a hybrid FQFD model using fuzzy technique for order performance by similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) for bridge scheme selecting, which was a complex engineering project.

Lin and Lee [16] presented a model of QFD and FANP to solve NPD problem in TFT-LCD industry. They used fuzzy Delphi method to simplify number of factors in the model and made paired comparisons easier.

Celik et al. [17] proposed an integrated FQFD model for investment decisions of shipping routing in crude oil tanker market. This model used FQFD principles for shipping investment process through substituting HoQ with ship of quality (SoQ). In addition, FAHP and fuzzy axiomatic design (FAD) algorithms were integrated in SoQ in order to reach quantitative results. SoQ framework was tested by a set of periodic data and current trends in tankers market for big companies like Suezmaxes and Aftermaxes.

Khademi-Zare et al. [18] provided two prioritizing models based on FQFD for ranking strategic actions (SAs) of mobile cellular telecommunication in Iran. Considering the gap between current situation and positive ideal situation for customer attribute (CAs), they used TOPSIS for ranking CAs in first model. Using AHP in the second model, more factors have been considered to rank CAs. A fuzzy utility factor, \( B_{CA} \), was introduced for ranking CAs in both models. Both models were able to consider ambiguity in human judgments and allowed customer-oriented companies like Mobile Communication of Iran (MCI) to use voice of customers for extracting benefits in a more expressive way.

Lin et al. [19] presented a model to analyze environmental requirements of products with linguistic preferences using FQFD and ANP with interdependence relations between environmental production requirements (EPRs) and sustainable product indicators (SPIs). At first, to facilitate main issue of QFD problem, What questions of EPRs and Hows questions of SPIs have been made, which were two main components of HoQ. In conjunction with fuzzy set theory and ANP, the systemic analytical approaches were proposed.

Mousavi [15] proposed a systematic decision making process for evaluating conceptual bridge design and selecting the best idea through the new methodology based on integrated optimization. In the first phase, QFD has been employed to translate project requirements to design requirements. Then, the best structure as an alternative was selected by TOPSIS based on weighted criteria achieved from first phase. In this study the rating values regarding each alternative and criteria throughout the phases were described in a fuzzy environment by means of linguistic variables. Finally, a case study was provided to illustrate the implementation process of the integrated methodology for bridge superstructure design.

In his work, Wang [20] utilized FQFD and MCDM methods for optimized modular design. This article integrated FAHP and fuzzy decision making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) to achieve weights of DRs and created constructing blocks of optimum modular design.
Nepal et al. [21] proposed an FAHP framework according to fuzzy set theory, to prioritize customer satisfaction (CS) attributes in target planning for vehicle design. In addition, unlike previous studies, they considered a broad range of technical and strategic factors to evaluate weights. Then, these weights were introduced in target planning by identifying the gap in current CS level. This framework was deployed in Microsoft Excel, so it could be utilized with a limited training in organization. Unlike traditional AHP, FAHP gave QFD team members freedom of estimation, since judgments could vary from very optimistic to very pessimistic.

Zheng et al. [22] presented an evaluation method for integrating fourth-party logistics (4PL) supply chain based on FQFD and AHP. At first, they studied 4PL requirements and introduced them into supply chain design process by QFD. Then, nonvalue processes were eliminated using benchmarking method and supply chain was rebuilt by supply chain fuzzy evaluation theory. Utilizing multiobjective optimizing theory, optimum model of 4PL was achieved by evaluating value. Finally, they used FAHP to present evaluation method of 4PL integration.

Gungor et al. [23] proposed a fuzzy decision making system (FDMS) based on fuzzy control rules for new product design using FQFD. Customer needs, as inputs of FDMS, were fuzzified and prioritized using membership function concept. DRs were rated by if-then rules. This paper determined fulfillment levels of DRs by FANP and its results were compared with those of proposed FDMS.

Lee and Lin [24] proposed a fuzzy model consisting of FANP and QFD in new product development. Parameters of each phase of QFD were determined through literature review and interviewing with experts and fuzzy Delphi method was utilized for screening important factors. Also for constructing relations within HoQ, fuzzy interpretive structural modeling with FANP was used.

Liu et al. [25] prepared a model for product design and selection using FQFD and MCDM methods. This paper integrated FQFD and product prototype selection and proposed a method for product design selection. α-Cuts operation was utilized in QFD for fuzzy set calculations of each component. Competitive analyses as well as relations between TCs were considered too. Considering TCs and product development factors in product prototype selection, an MCDM method was proposed for prototype selection. This method provided product developers with useful information and precise analysis. It is a useful decision aid tool.

Liu and Wang [26] proposed an advanced QFD model with FANP to consider interdependencies within and relations between QFD components. To extend applicability of QFD, authors were seeking to extend QFD from product planning phase for part deploying phase.

Zandi and Tavana [27] proposed a methodology for evaluation and selection of the best e-CRM framework in agile production using FQFD, fuzzy group real option analysis (ROA), and fuzzy TOPSIS method. First, e-CRM frameworks were prioritized according to financially oriented characteristics using an ROA model. Next, the e-CRM frameworks were ranked according to their customer-oriented characteristics using a hybrid fuzzy group permutation and a four-phase fuzzy quality function deployment (QFD) model with respect to three main perspectives of agile manufacturing (i.e., strategic, operational, and functional agilities). Finally, the best agile e-CRM framework was selected using a TOPSIS model.

Zarei et al. [28] proposed a hybrid methodology of AHP-QFD to increase leanness of food supply chain. Linking lean attributes (LAs) and lean enablers (LEs), this study used quality function deployment (QFD) to identify viable LEs to be practically implemented in order to increase the leanness of the food chain. Furthermore, triangular fuzzy numbers were used to deal with linguistic judgments expressing relationships and correlations required in QFD. FAHP was employed to prioritize LAs.

Youseifie et al. [29] proposed an original approach for the management tools selection based on the quality function deployment (QFD) approach. Specifically, the research addressed the issue of how to deploy the house of quality (HoQ) to effectively and efficiently improve management tools selection processes and thus company satisfaction about its excellence achievement. Entropy method was used to perform competitive analysis and calculation weights of competitive priorities. Then, FAHP was employed to prioritize management tools. Presented hybrid models and methodologies by Karsak and Özogul [30], Huang and Li [31], Wang and Chin [32], Tolga and Alptekin [33], Karsak et al. [34], and Ozdemir and Ayag [35] were discussed in Section 2.8.

2.3. Fuzzy Group Decision Making Models. Zhang and Chu [36] introduced a model for selection of multiple design schemes of complex products based on QFD and fuzzy group decision making. They divided the scheme to parts and evaluated weights of each part using group decision making in QFD and rank the designs. In addition to selection of optimized design, QFD was employed to integrate customer requirements into design. This paper also used group decision making for determining relations between characteristics.

Büyüközkana et al. [37] proposed a new fuzzy group decision making method for product design by QFD. In their model, inputs of QFD process were both quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative data was translated to qualitative one; then fuzzified and finally weights of TCs were computed.

Liu [38] used a fuzzy group decision making with risk-taking attribute to deploy QFD, because they thought decision makers’ opinions about risk taking were different (optimistic, normal, and conservative). Finally, TCs were prioritized and HoQ was completed.

Zhang and Chu [36] proposed a fuzzy group decision making to aggregate multi-format and multigranularity judgments of decision makers based on two optimizing models (logarithmic least square and weighted least square) for constructing HoQ. Logarithmic least square model and two normalized formulae were utilized to solve fuzzy paired comparisons matrices and normalizing evaluations in linguistics format. Then, weighted least square model was used to aggregate ultimate normalized multigranularity evaluations. Sanayeie et al. [39] utilized MCDM model of Vlse Kriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR),
which means multicriteria optimization and compromise solution, in association with fuzzy group decision making for supplier selection. VIKOR method is a multicriteria decision making method for solving problems which have inconsistent criteria. It selects an alternative which has the least distance from ideal solution.

Lin et al. [40] employed QFD and fuzzy group decision making for service innovation. This study developed a scientific framework for tourism service management from epistemology perspective. This article used FQFD and fuzzy group decision making to analyze various service evaluation criteria. In particular, the methodology allowed the identification of service attributes perceived to affect service design performances from the tourist's point of view, enabling the assessment of possible gaps between tourists' and hotel's perception of service delivery. To assess viable strategic designs, in the proposed approach they introduced a utility factor, considering the costs of implementation for each "How." Wanga and Xionga [41] provided an integrated approach of group decision making based on linguistic variables for QFD applications. Proposed methodology does its computations with words—without converting to fuzzy numbers—so information loss risk is low. Hybrid model of Liu et al. [26] is discussed in Section 2.8.

2.4. Metaheuristic Methods. According to meta-heuristic algorithms' ability to solve complex problems, they can be used in different stages of QFD process. Discussed articles often use meta-heuristic methods to identify relations between CNs and TCs.

Hsiao and Liu [42] proposed a neurofuzzy evolutionary approach for product design. Their model was based on artificial intelligence including fuzzy theory, backpropagation neural network (BPN), and genetic algorithm (GA), along with morphological analysis to synthesize, evaluate, and optimize of product design. Fuzzy logic was utilized for modeling imprecise market information, BPN for determining relations between CNs and design parameters, morphological analysis for constructing design alternatives, and finally GA was used to select optimum design.

Lin et al. [40] prepared an intelligence model to estimate product design time (PDT) using intelligence method. Due to lack of information in early stage of product development, this model utilized fuzzy logic to complete HoQ. This model employed QFD to extract DRs from CNs. Then a fuzzy neural network was built to combine data and estimated PDT, which made use of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation to simplify structure. In a word, the whole estimation method consisted of four steps: time factors identification, product characteristics extraction by QFD and function mapping pattern, FNN learning, and PDT estimation. Finally, to illustrate the procedure of the estimation method, the case of injection mold design was studied. This model had some limitations. It was inapplicable for developing brand new products, because the influencing weights of linguistic variables obtained by experience or experiment were important for the parsimonious FNN model.

As the functional relationships between customer requirements and engineering characteristics in QFD are uncertain, unclear, and fuzzy, Huang and Li [31] proposed radial basis function (RBF) to determine the functional relationships for QFD and QFD functional relationships model based on RBF. According to RBF neural network, nonlinear mapping space from the input space to the output can be realized, and optimal relationships pattern of the input and output would be obtained. The customer requirements and engineering characteristics in QFD constituted the input and output of the RBF.

The optimal relationships were constructed through the neural network training. Wanga and Xionga [41] analyzed the limitations of traditional methods by using the product planning HoQ; the available linguistic terms based on experts' knowledge, and with the artificial neural network, were introduced to realize neural network-based fuzzy reasoning. The final importance of the technical requirements was evaluated reasonably and effectively. This model considered market competitiveness and technical competitiveness. The importance of technical requirement was determined through four steps: (1) acquisition of customer requirements and ranking of their importance measures, (2) establishment of technical requirements and their relations with customer requirements, (3) establishment of market competitiveness and technical competitiveness, and (4) evaluation of technical requirement importance with competitiveness.

Lee and Lin [24] proposed an ANN-based dynamic FQFD method in order to solve the dynamic and fuzzy nature of QFD; they solved the problem of the dynamic nature by using neural network method, while trapezoidal fuzzy number for its ambiguity was introduced. Firstly, a combined method with neural networks and FQFD was established; after learning and training, the method could quickly and effectively deliver customer requirements to the products designers. This model could solve a non-linear problem and met the non-linear changes in customer needs. Hybrid model of Liu [25] and Karsak and Özogul [30] paper was described in Section 2.8.

2.5. Fuzzy Regression Models (Linear and Nonlinear). These models were used to complete HoQ and their main focus was on finding relations between parameters of HoQ. Chen and Chen [13] utilized a fuzzy nonlinear possibilistic regression approach to model product planning (first phase of QFD). The model was able to incorporate both qualitative and quantitative data in determining relations between CRs and DRs as well as within DRs. Using linear regression, some coefficients became crisp because of linear programming nature. Therefore, they used nonlinear regression in their model. TFNs were used in this model. Sener and Karsak [8] and Karsak et al. [34] studies were discussed in Section 2.8.

2.6. Models Proposed to Prioritize CRs. Identifying CNs and their importance weight is first step of QFD process. Due to its importance, some papers have been focused on determining CNs and their importance weight. Lai et al. [43] proposed a new methodology in their articles which considered competitors information. This paper considered competitive environment and product's current performance.
The proposed algorithm was complicated, but the authors claimed that its solutions were more accurate than similar models. Mehdizadeh [44] used fuzzy centroid-based method and considered competitive environment to rank CRs. He employed both normal and nonnormal numbers. All of previous studies employed normal fuzzy numbers which resulted in misleading solutions in case of non-normal fuzzy numbers. Using fuzzy centroid-based method, this paper solved the problem.

2.7. Hybrid Models. Some of discussed models encompass more than one model of above ones, so we discussed them under subgroup of hybrid models. Using fuzzy set theory and Euclidean distance, Guo et al. [45] put forward a methodology called Euclidean space distances weighting ranking method. They applied this method in fuzzy AHP. This method satisfied additive consistent fuzzy matrix. In addition to designing an algorithm for calculating weights, they developed a module to design new product based on customer needs weight calculation model. Sener and Karsak [8] used an optimization model and fuzzy regression on the basis of non-linear programming to determine target values of TR. Using linear models, regression coefficients approached to zero and, due to this, they used nonlinear models to determine functional relationships between CRs and TRs and within them. Finally, using a fuzzy mathematical programming model, target levels of TRs have been achieved. This fuzzy mathematical programming model incorporated both center values and spread values of parametric estimations of functional relationships in optimization process and, thus, avoided loss of information in design phase.

Liu [25] used a fuzzy group decision making model in association with genetic algorithm in QFD process to complete HoQ and calculation of weights of TRs. The ranking was done in two phases according to budget and time constraints.

Huang and Li [31] employed BP neural network and AHP in QFD fuzzy to determine key technology of product planning and designing. First, they used AHP to determine weights of CRs and then, as the relationships between TRs and CRs, TRs and part characteristics in QFD were uncertain, nonlinear and fuzzy BP neural network was presented to determine these relationships. After determining weights, part characteristics were identified using QFD and key technology of production was selected.

Karsak and Özogul [30], in a paper titled an integrated model of fuzzy multiobjective model and Kano’s model to determine nonlinear relationships in HoQ matrix. They considered firm’s budget as a constraint for the model and utilized fuzzy multiobjective model to achieve maximum customer satisfaction considering the constraint.

Wang and Chin [32], used fuzzy AHP to prioritize characteristics in QFD. This model utilized linear goal programming (LGP) to calculate normalized fuzzy weights and pairwise comparisons matrices of AHP. Proposed LGP method was tested by three numerical examples including new product development (NPD). The results showed that LGP method can derive precise fuzzy weights for perfectly consistent fuzzy comparison matrices and normalized optimal fuzzy weights for inconsistent fuzzy comparison matrices on the basis of minimum deviation. It was also shown that fuzzy AHP can be used as a very useful decision support tool for NPD project screening.

Mu et al. [46] presented an integrated model of fuzzy multiobjective model and Kano's model to determine nonlinear relationships in HoQ matrix. They considered firm's budget as a constraint for the model and utilized fuzzy multiobjective model to achieve maximum customer satisfaction considering the constraint.

Karsak et al. [34] utilized ANP and GP in QFD to select TRs, emphasizing design process according to given targets. This algorithm included two phases. At the first phase, HoQ was constructed using ANP, and at the second phase, TRs that should be focused were determined using ZOGP.

Ozdemir and Ayag [35] proposed a model for NPD multiobjective problem and its solution with intelligent approach. They combined multiattribute method of TOPSIS and multiobjective method of goal programming (GP) as well as economic analysis. Economic analysis was used for demand changes during product life cycle. Fuzzy equivalent worth of each new product alternative was determined using fuzzy life cycle monetary input, and results were input to the multicriteria analysis. The selected multicriteria analysis tool was TOPSIS in the paper and some additional judgmental criteria were also considered to rank new product alternatives. The preference weights used to rank alternatives were fed to a goal programming model which made an ultimate selection of new product(s) to be produced in the manufacturing system under capacity, sales potential, and workforce balance constraints. The goal programming model had an objective of minimizing the weighted sum of positive deviation from target of total cost and negative deviation of target total preference weights. The proposed approach was implemented using real data of a continuous production system for the need of introducing new products into market.

Wang [20] integrated QFD with multiattribute decision making (MCDM) models for optimal modular design. This paper combined fuzzy AHP and fuzzy DEMATEL to develop marketing-driven product. Fuzzy AHP was used to determine important weight of CRs; then fuzzy DEMATEL was applied to achieve design requirements and to construct
common/specific building blocks for achieving an optimal modular design.

Gungor et al. [23] developed a fuzzy decision making system (FDMS) based on fuzzy control rules to design new product using QFD which considered CNs as factors. Customer needs were determined as input variables and fuzzified using membership function concept. Weights of these factors were fuzzified to ensure the consistency of the decision maker while assigning the importance of each factor over another. By applying IF-THEN decision rules, DRs of the firm were scored. This paper also used fuzzy analytic-network process (FANP) to determine the fulfillment levels of DRs of the firm and its results were compared with FDMS's ones.

Sanaye et al. [39] used MCDM model of VIKOR (Vlse Kriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje means multicriteria optimization and compromise solution) along with group decision making methods for selecting supplier. VIKOR was an MCDM method for solving problems with conflicting and noncommensurable (different units) criteria and choosing the alternative that was closest to ideal solution.

2.8. Other Methods. Kahraman et al. [5] used fuzzy ranking methods for evaluating DRs. Fuzzy ranking methods were rarely used in previous studies. This paper used three fuzzy ranking methods in PVC windows industry and finally compared them using sensitivity analysis.

3. Applications of FQFD

Some of papers discussed FQFD applications. Although QFD had numerous applications and traditional QFD has been deployed in lots of firms, here we discussed most important applications of FQFD. The most important application of QFD was supply chain management (SCM). Moreover, there were some papers in product design and other applications.

3.1. Supply Chain Management (SCM). In a paper about selecting supplier, Bevilacqua et al. [47] proposed a new method which translated HoQ as a problem of a huge company of clutch coupling production.

Zhang and Chu [48] put forward a new method for contingency management of 3rd party logistics (3PL). They suggested a multiobject framework using FQFD and group decision making. In addition to contingency management, risk management was also considered.

Wang et al. [49] proposed a practicable method for determining accommodation place of service products logistics to improve capability of 3PL customized servicing. First, they used FQFD to import CNs in locating process. Then, a multiobject integer programming model was developed to determine optimum locating program under constraints of 3PL interior sources and payment values of buyer firm for outsourcing.

Rau and Fang [50] proposed a combined model of FQFD and TRIZ to solve conflicts within design characteristics for packaging design in notebooks logistic. In this model, first, design requirements and design characteristics were specified. Then their relationships were identified based on language variables using experts' opinions using HoQ. Weight of design characteristics was calculated using fuzzy integral method. Finally, modifications and innovation principles are determined for solving conflicts of product pack design problem corresponding to priority of design characteristics.

Bottani and Rizzi [51] suggested a method for customer service management in supply chain using FQFD. The main intention was using HoQ to improve logistics processes effectively and efficiently. They estimated distance between firm's performance in logistics services and customer needs. According to customer importance, CNs were weighted to identify key factors for services improvement. The study began with identifying characteristics which purchased product for satisfying customers (what variables). Then it created criteria for supplier evaluation using a final ranking based on fuzzy proportion index for conclusion. All of process was deployed using fuzzy numbers. Using a fuzzy algorithm allowed company to define importance weights of What, relationship rates betweenWhats and Hows, and effect of each potential supplier by language variables. This paper attended specifically to different personal evaluations in HoQ accomplishment process and fuzzy triangular numbers were suggested to consider ambiguity in language evaluations.

Amin and Razmi [52] suggested a fuzzy integrated model based on firm's strategy for managing, evaluation, and supplier development. In the first phase, QFD was used to rank the best ISPs based on qualitative criteria. In the first phase, QFD was employed for ranking best ISPs based on qualitative criteria. Then, a quantitative model was used to consider quantitative criteria. Finally, two models were developed and the best ISP was selected. In the next phase, a new algorithm was developed to evaluate selected ISPs in three features: customer, performance, and competition. Fuzzy logic and triangular fuzzy numbers were used for dealing with ambiguity in human thinking. A case study brought forward to show evaluation and selection phases of ISPs.

Sohn and Choi [53] used QFD for SCM considering reliability. They developed an FQFD model to determine relationships between customer needs and design characteristics according to reliability test. They employ QFD to determine relationships between CNs and design characteristics in each supply chain. Then, they assumed these relationships were reversible and considered end user needs as a function of reliability test performance variables in the last chain of product design process. Finally, fuzzy MCDM was utilized to find an optimum solution set regarding demanded reliability performance. Other works including Gunasekaran et al. [14], Lin et al. [40], Zheng et al. [22], and Zarei et al. [28] were discussed in Section 2.

3.2. Product Design. Due to law restrictions and public pressures, many companies were making products consistent with environmental concerns. Many of these products were produced and sent to market so far, but most of them were rejected by customers and couldn't gain a market share. It seemed that they faced this problem because they just considered environmental conditions and neglected customer
needs [54]. Recently, some studies have been focused on this problem to solve it by considering both environmental and customer requirements simultaneously using FQFD.

In a paper titled "Integration of environmental considerations in quality function deployment by using fuzzy logic," Kuo et al. [54] proposed a developed Eco-QFD model to form a design team considering both environmental concerns and customer satisfaction by using QFD. A fuzzy group method was applied to Eco-QFD for product development planning to reduce the vagueness and uncertainty in a group decision making process. This fuzzy multiobjective model not only considered the overall customer satisfaction but also encouraged enterprises to produce an environmentally friendly product. With an interactive approach, the optimal balance between environmental acceptability and overall customer satisfaction could be obtained. Finally, a case study illustrating the application of the proposed model was also provided. Kuo and Hung [55] proposed a fuzzy Eco-QFD model to design products based on environmental considerations. They used a fuzzy multiobjective model to aid the design team in choosing target levels for engineering characteristics. Paper of Lin et al. [40] about environmental production was discussed in Section 2.2.

Lin et al. [40] employed FQFD to analyze Island hotels management by using lingual preferences. They proposed an approach for managing internal and external services as well as service innovations based on an FQFD framework. That was a methodology adapted to service development properly. The paper addressed how to apply HoQ to improve hotel services innovation process and tourists satisfaction efficiently and effectively. Fuzzy logic provided a methodology to deal with lingual judgments nature in HoQ. At the end a case study was discussed to examine model accuracy. Work of Lin et al. [40] on service innovation was discussed in Section 2.3.

3.3. Other Applications. Jia and Bai [56] suggested a method to develop manufacturing strategy using QFD. This method consisted of 11 steps and used QFD as a transferring tool to relate competitive factors with manufacturing decision groups (such as structural and infrastructural decision groups) and a main tool in different stages of developing manufacturing strategy. This paper also integrated fuzzy set theory with HoQ to deal with vagueness of decision process inputs.

Şen and Baraçlı [57] presented a methodology to find software selection requirements for organizations based on FQFD. They proposed a QFD approach to determine which nonfunctional requirements reported by recent studies were important in software selection decision making and combined it with functional requirements. The proposed solution not only helped decision makers to determine software selection's characteristics and criteria, but also provided their importance weights.

Zhang and Chu [48], using rough set theory, proposed a new methodology for FQFD to facilitate decision making in early stages of product development. At the end, they compared their proposed method with traditional FQFD and found result of proposed method more accurate.

Yan et al. [58] employed FQFD to design decision support system for hazardous material road transportation accidents. First, they identified problem of decision support system plan selection including requirements of governmental organization and transportation companies. Then, they used QFD to translate these requirements to technical characteristics of decision support system.

4. Conclusion

As mentioned, nowadays FQFD is used as a powerful tool in designing and developing products and decision making from supplier selection to Eco-design product development. In comparison with traditional QFD, using fuzzy logic is unavoidable. Actually, regarding application of lingual variables in paired comparisons, ratings, and weightings, using crisp numbers leads to lose information. Combining fuzzy logic and QFD has made a new methodology named fuzzy QFD. Using many case studies showed that this methodology is effective and reliable. In this review, after analyzing papers published between 2000 and 2011, we categorized papers in two major groups of (i) proposed models of FQFD and (ii) QFD employed applications. The first consisted of 8 subgroups and the second topic included 3 subgroups. Literature review showed that FQFD has been used mostly in supply chain management. After discussing and analyzing papers, we identified models' weakness, strength points, and literature vacancies and proposed some directions for future research. The frequency of proposed methodologies for FQFD (Table 1) showed that fuzzy linear and nonlinear programming models have been used 53 times with the first rank. Therefore it seems that since linear and nonlinear programming models can find the optimum solution, mostly researches tend to use this methodology.

5. Future Research

Most of discussed papers only studied first phase of QFD (i.e., quality matrix) and just completed HoQ. This was maybe due to importance of this stage, but to deliver a product according
to customer requirements in target market, we should complete all phases of QFD. Results of first phase were weighted (or prioritized) TCs which should be translated to part characteristics and process requirements, respectively, so we could produce a product appropriate for target market. Hence it seems essential to extend proposed models for all phases of QFD. Regarding HoQ, other problem is its big size and complexity in many NPD problems. This issue, especially in fuzzy environment, caused greater complexity. Metaheuristic algorithms such as artificial neural networks (ANN), which were used to determine complex and non-linear relations, were one of feasible solutions. For this problem, most of researchers assumed that relations between TCs and CNs as well as relations within TCs were linear in HoQ. On the other hand, model's applicability and being user-friendly were more important than model. Introducing fuzzy logic with its comprehensive, long, and time-consuming calculation of the models has stopped many models in the theory phase and does not allow these models to become practicable. A good solution to this problem is to design some modules and software which make calculations easier and allow users to get their outputs by a little change in inputs. Another way to increase users' interest in proposed models is using expert and decision support systems which decrease calculations. It's noteworthy that designing databases is an effective way for gathering, maintenance, and easier access to CNs for next developments of products design and process risk analysis is another concept which is less studied in papers. Even the most optimistic people accept a percentage of risk for process. We should consider process risk in addition to QFD process and method execution because running the project in organization needs capital. This area needs many studies to be carried out, too. Other issue, which is less considered in papers, is use of appropriate fuzzy number. We should investigate and find suitable kind of fuzzy numbers for each special application. Most of researches have used triangular fuzzy number (TFN) because their calculations were easier than other fuzzy numbers. Nevertheless, using TFNs might cause losing information in some cases. Also most of studies use normal fuzzy numbers. In this case, appropriate fuzzy number—normal or abnormal—should be determined. In some cases, algebraic operations are used for working with fuzzy sets which can lead to wrong results. We should use fuzzy operation such as x-cuts in these cases. Also, defuzzifying of fuzzy numbers many lead to lose information, so we should try not to defuzzify in early stages of calculations and use fuzzy operations as far as we can. Other proposed method to deal with this issue is using lingual variables and avoiding translating them into fuzzy numbers [59].

Although QFD has been invented to design product according to customer needs, we cannot just consider CNs and forget about market competitiveness. It is possible to increase your market share even with a product lower than customer expectation because of market low competitiveness and vice versa. Hence, in addition to attention to customer needs, one should use competition analysis to determine strengths, weaknesses, target market situation, and sale points. It should be noticed that customer preferences may change after introducing product to market due to different factors [8]. So, models should be developed in a way that can anticipate changes in customer needs and put this anticipating in product design after initial introducing of product. Although fuzzy linear and nonlinear programming models have been used frequently in FQFD process, most of their application is in determining of satisfaction level of process characteristics according to existing constraints. Most of papers used linear methods and there are a few papers used nonlinear models. In case of multiattribute models, one must notice differences between AHP and ANP methods. Although fuzzy AHP is easier and less time consuming than fuzzy ANP, but when there are interdependencies between parameters, one must use fuzzy ANP. Increasing application of FAHP in papers, in spite of interdependencies between TCs and CNs, is concerning and should be reviewed. Goal programming is one of the MCDM methods and used widely in FQFD process. Goal programming includes several methods such as zero-one goal programming and weighting goal programming. Most of studies use zero-one goal programming; it should be investigated when we can choose one of GP methods. Using GP in combination with other methods is another important point. We cannot fulfill all needs of design team with just these methods. Also, number of employed constraints in this decision making methods should be selected according to company situation, kind of problem and its complexity, and market competitiveness situation, so its results could be applied in real world. While many GP models consider coefficients as crisp numbers, they should be considered as fuzzy numbers, according to fuzzy environment and operations. It decreases risk of information lost.

Many of discussed papers used hybrid models. In spite of big size of calculations, it seems that combination of different methods is a promising trend in FQFD. They can be combined to cover weaknesses of each other and use their strengths. It's better to compare results of all used methods to reach the best method. Using fuzzy group decision making models is another promising trend which seems necessary because of several decision makers (QFD team) who were involved in QFD process.

Metaheuristic algorithms are another new method employed in FQFD. The most frequent meta-heuristic algorithms used in FQFD are genetic algorithm (GA) and artificial neural networks (ANN). According to increasing trend of using these algorithms, it is expected that other meta-heuristic algorithms will be used in QFD, too. These methods were mostly used to determine relations between characteristics especially in quality matrix (or HoQ). They can be used to calculate target values of TCs and determine fulfillment level of these characteristics.

In the case of QFD applications, QFD can be used in all industries (both manufacturing and service), but, among papers published in different databases and discussed here in this review, QFD was used SCM and logistics more than other discussed applications. Using QFD to develop products according to environmental considerations is a new, promising trend. QFD applications in designing expert systems and decision support systems have a long way to go. In these two last cases, there is a mutual relation between QFD
and them. We can use QFD to select and develop DSS and expert systems; on the other side, these systems can be used to deploy QFD’s proposed models easier to make them user-friendly by decreasing calculations size.
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